MOSES HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM FOR FIREFIGHTERS
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ABSTRACT
When firefighting, the combination of exposition to high temperatures, high physical demands and wearing (heavy and insulated) personal protective equipment lead to increased risk of heat stress and exhaustion in firefighters. Heat stress can easily evolve into a life-threatening heat stroke. Once heat stress occurred, the chance of getting another heat stroke during deployment gets higher. Moreover, intermittent exposure to heat stress over several years, is a risk factor for heart diseases. Similarly, exhausted during a deployment, a firefighter needs more time to rehabilitate before he can safely be deployed again. Heat stress and exhaustion can lead to line-of-duty cardiovascular events. Therefore preventing heat stress and exhaustion during deployment is beneficial for health, functioning and employability of firefighters. Since currently available measurement of the core temperature, such as thermometer pill or neck patch thermometer, are not reliable or practical for firefighters, an alternative approach may be used, namely, estimation of the core temperature based on non-invasive observation of the heart rate. Exhaustion is estimated using the training impulse model based on the heart rate reserve. Our achievement is a MoSeS health monitor system (as a smartphone application) that can real-time analyze the health status of a firefighter and predict exhaustion and heat stress during deployment. The system is cheap (only a heart rate sensor and a smartphone application is needed), easy to use (intuitive “traffic light” signal), and objective (the health status is determined based on measurements of the heart rate). The only restriction is that the developed model is strongly dependent on personal maximum and minimum heart rate which need to be established beforehand.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Firefighters are regularly exposed to high temperatures which in combination with high physical demands and wearing (heavy and insulated) personal protective equipment (PPE) lead to higher risk of heat stress and exhaustion among firefighters [1]. Heat stress occurs when body retains more heat than it loses. If heat stress is not treated properly, a life-threatening heat stroke may occur. A combination of fire heat, heat production of physical effort and insulation suit leads to a higher risk of heat stroke among firefighters. Heat stroke, besides being a direct danger to the physical health, has a negative impact on mental functioning, such as decision-making and responsiveness, which are crucial for firefighting. In particular, repeated exposure to heat stress causes health to be adversely affected [2]. Once heat stress is experienced chance of getting another heat stress during deployment gets higher [3]. Exhaustion is another most common but also opaque hazard in fire fighters. Both heat stress and exhaustion may be a common causal factor in heart attacks and slips, trips and falls [4]. Heart failure is the cause of
death in about half of the fatalities during firefighting in the USA [5],[6],[7]. Only the US has a national fire commissioner’s office to compile statistics about line-of-duty-deaths. Overexertion / strain, and slips, trips and falls cause a large number of firefighter injuries [8]. While accidents and other calamities are rarely attributed to exhaustion, it is an influential factor in, for example, occurrences of accidents [8]. When a person is exhausted, coordination and alertness deteriorate, which can cause an accident. Models aimed to predict exhaustion primarily focus on prevention. It is important that a commander has a good insight in the health status of firemen primarily because they tend to neglect their body signals of tiredness and continue to do their work despite exhaustion or heat stress [9]. If a model can objectively predict whether firefighters will be exhausted or overheated, actions can be taken by the commander to prevent this, for example, by instructing them to (temporarily) stop their activities and replacing them with 'fresh' firefighters.

The health monitoring system we developed is a part of the Mobile Sensing for Safety (MoSeS) system. The MoSeS system also determines the location of the firefighter within a building. It further establishes an ad hoc mobile network to communicate health status and location real-time with the commander. These parts of the system will not be discussed in this paper.

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

To be able to objectively predict the health status of a firefighter and make this visible to the commander in a natural manner we developed a model and implemented it into a “traffic light” smartphone application. The application shows the health status of a firefighter in colors red, orange, green or grey (ROGG status). Status “red” means that the firefighter is in a dangerous state of health, acute response from the commander is needed and the firefighter has to stop immediately with his work and leave the fire site. Status “orange” means that the firefighter has to be cautious with his activities as he threatens to be either exhausted or overheated. In this case the commander can give an order to temporarily stop his activities or slow down. Status “green” means that a firefighter has a good health condition and can continue his mission. Status “grey” means that the system is not able to evaluate the health status of the firefighter (e.g. no sensor signals were received or the received signals do not make sense, for example, when heart rate is shown to be zero but breathing rate is normal and an activity is detected).

2.1 System Description

An overview of the system is shown in Figure 1. Data from different sensors act as a system input. These heterogeneous data are transformed into a unified format (“InformationSource”) and are stored in a central location on the smartphone of the firefighter (“Information System”) together with the personal data of the firefighter (“Firefighters”: age, gender, maximum heart rate, rest pulse, etc.). This information is then processed by two types of “Modules”. “Aggregator Modules” aggregate data and store the results in the “Information System” (e.g. average heart rate per minute). “Analysis Modules” produce a health status (ROGG), using the data from the “Information System”. These results are stored in the “Analysis System”. The “Status Combiner” uses all results from the “Analysis Modules” to produce an overall health status (ROGG), which is then sent to the commander. The advantage of this architecture is the ability to add or remove diverse sensors and, if needed, change the “Module”, “Information System” or “Analysis System”.
2.2 Heat Stress Monitoring

Internal heat is stressful to the heart and can be a cause of acute heart problems, the most common cause of death by firefighters, especially if the heart is not completely healthy [5], [6], [7]. To be able to predict whether a firefighter is at risk of overheating is therefore of utmost importance. There are different ways to measure core temperature during physical activity [10],[11],[12]. One of the possibilities is a thermometer pill [13]. Although, theoretically speaking, the core temperature could be measured using a thermometer pill [13], it is not practical during fire fighting for at least two reasons. First, the thermometer pill is only effective two hours after being swallowed and performs best after at least six hours [10]. Secondly, the thermometer pill is sensitive to drinking hot or cold drinks. Taking into account that a start of a firefighter’s involvement is not known a priori and the fact that today’s firefighters are engaged to regularly consume cold drinks to stimulate heat cooling and promote recovery, the thermometer pill cannot be used to reliably measure the core temperature of firefighters.

Other possibilities to measure core temperature could be an ear thermometer [11] or a patch behind the neck [12]. We did not choose the ear thermometer because its core temperature measurements are not yet reliable enough because of environmental influences [11]. The patch behind the neck is also not yet practical for firefighters because it requires very careful placement and isolation of the sensor.

An alternative to measure body core temperature is to use an estimation model for body core temperature based on non-invasive observations of heart rate. Although these observations are very “noisy”, it has been shown that body core temperature can be reliably estimated based on a discrete Kalman filter algorithm [14]. The algorithm works as follows: initially, a body core temperature is defined (e.g. T_{core}=37.1). Then a core temperature at the next moment is estimated using this input together with the current heart rate data (the heart rate is taken as a mean heart rate over a time period of one minute). This new core temperature estimation is used, together with the heart rate over the last minute, to predict body core temperature for the next minute [14]. Research found that the algorithm’s bias and variance to observed data were similar to that found from comparisons of esophageal and rectal measurements, both recognized but invasive and therefore impractical methods for measuring core temperature [15].

The advantage of this discrete Kalman Filter algorithm is its relative simplicity as it only requires one input (the heart rate) while other known models require more input parameters [14]. Because of its simplicity, and the robustness and practical applicability of heart rate sensors [14], the Kalman filter algorithm was chosen to estimate body core temperature in our system.
2.3 Prediction of Exhaustion

The tasks associated with firefighting require aerobic fitness as well as anaerobic fitness [1]. Various models have been developed for sport purposes to measure the impact of physical exercise on body. One of the measures that are used for this purpose is Training Impulse (TRIMP) [16, 17]. Many different TRIMP models are known, from very simple, dependent only on the heart rate, to more complex models, dependent on the heart rate reserve (difference between personal maximum and minimum heart rate) or even more complicated, dependent on lactate levels [16, 17]. None of the models work optimal for all possible physical effort scenarios. The model that includes measurements of lactate levels could not be used in our system because it is impractical to measure lactate thresholds of all firefighters periodically by means of exercise tests. The next most sophisticated model is the exponential TRIMP model (TRIMPExp) based on the heart rate reserve [16]. It captures the fact that training at the higher heart rate is exponentially more intensive and thus leads to exponentially higher workload. Heart rate reserve is the difference between personal maximum and minimum heart rate ($HR_{max} - HR_{rest}$). Normalised current heart rate reserve ($HRr$), as a function of the actual heart rate ($HRac$), is given as follows:

$$HRr = \frac{HRac - HR_{rest}}{HR_{max} - HR_{rest}}$$

$HRr$ takes values between 0 and 1. $HRr = 0$ means that the current heart rate is equal to the heart rate at rest state ($HRac = HR_{rest}$), $HRr = 1$ means that the current heart rate is at the maximum possible for this person, and e.g. $HRr = 0.8$ means that the person is at 80% of his possible heart rate reserve. The TRIMPExp model is described as follows [16]

$$TRIMPExp = D \times HRr \times 0.64 \times e^{C \times HRr} \quad (1)$$

where $HRr$ is being equal to the average heart rate reserve for time duration $D$ in minutes and $C$ is a gender-dependent constant based on a sample of males and females ($C = 1.92$ for men and $C = 1.67$ for women, [16]). The TRIMPExp value can itself be normalized (TRIMPnorm) to a value between 0 and 10 based on the heart rate at rest ($HRr = 0$) and the heart rate at its maximum ($HRr = 1$) for TRIMPmin and TRIMPmax, respectively, given 1 minute of effort ($D = 1$).

$$TRIMP_{min} = 1 \times 0 \times 0.64 \times e^{C \times 0} = 0 \quad (2)$$

$$TRIMP_{max} = 1 \times 1 \times 0.64 \times e^{C \times 1} \quad (3)$$

$$TRIMP_{norm} = 10 \times \frac{TRIMPExp}{TRIMP_{max}} \quad (4)$$

(TRIMPnorm gives a real time value between 0 and 10). Research has shown that an increase in heart rate in the higher zones (closer to the maximum heart rate) is heavier than an increase in heart rate in the lower zones (closer to the rest pulse) [18], [19], [20]. The TRIMPExp model used above captures that relationship (as described in [16]) as the TRIMPExp value increases exponentially as the internal load of effort ($HRr$) increases.

2.4 Physiological Boundaries and Sensor Choice

Physiological boundaries are personal boundaries of maximum and minimum heart rate (minimum heart rate is the rest pulse). Both personal $HR_{max}$ and $HR_{rest}$ have to be established before the model can be used. The use of personalized $HRr$ is highly preferable, since then large individual differences in $HR_{max}$ and $HR_{rest}$ are taken into account. It is important that these values are determined reliably and not based on a rule of thumb (such as 220 minus age for $HR_{max}$), this is due to the fact that many variation exists between
individuals and thus deviations from the rule of thumb. It is also important to know that after an initial sharp increase in heart rates as a response to an alarm, heart rate only drops slightly while transported by the truck to the fire. Because in our system we use relatively high thresholds (which is not reached by the initial heart rate rise) this effect can be neglected.

As discussed above, models based on heart rate are good enough in estimating both heat stress and exhaustion. Using this knowledge and the restriction that sensors have to be usable under a firefighting suit, Zephyr Bioharness have been chosen to measure the heart rate of a firefighter.

2.5 ROGG Model

As our goal is to objectively determine the health status of a firefighter and to make it visible to the commander in a natural manner, a ROGG signal system was designed. As described above, prediction of heat stress as well as exhaustion is crucial for this purpose. The critical question is how we decide whether the health status is near to dangerous ("orange") or is already dangerous ("red"). To determine critical boundaries of different states ("red"/"orange"/"green") for internal heat and exhaustion, Ronald Heus, senior scientist at Institute for Safety, who is a specialist in physical performance of firefighters and personal protective equipment was consulted. As a result, the following state diagram for internal heat was made.

![Figure 2 Internal heat state diagram](image)

Figure 2 shows the critical value to make a transition from "green" to "orange" state as core temperature is 38°C. The critical value to make a transition from "orange" to "red" state is the core temperature at 38.5°C (since we are talking about ‘uncompensable’ heat stress: a dangerous form due to the personal protective equipment.). As the core temperature drops below 38.5°C (respectively, 38°C), the status goes back to "orange" (respectively, "green"). Because the core temperature does not change very quickly, we do not have to maintain a state long time and can make the transition immediately.

To predict exhaustion, we distinguish three possible risky health scenario’s:
1. Very intensive short term effort
2. Intensive medium term effort
3. Fairly intensive long term effort

![Figure 3 Very intensive short term effort](image)

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show when a transition from one state to another is made for short, medium and long term efforts. As it can be seen, when the heart rate reserve (HRR) reaches 95% and stays there for at least one minute, the health status goes to "orange". If HRR is still at 95% for another minute then the health status goes to "red", when the HRR drops below 95% for at least five seconds the health status goes to "orange". If HRR remains below 95% for another five seconds, the health status goes to "green".

---

1. “These initial increases in heart rate cannot be attributed to high environmental temperatures or increased metabolic demands induced by the addition of protective clothing, but more likely to be the combination of a sudden increase in physical activity and the high level of psychological stress. These findings emphasize the need for caution when using heart rate as a measurement during real-life fire-fighting activities as the relative contributions of the cardiovascular, nervous, and thermoregulatory system are difficult to determine.” [1]

2. A validation study [14] concluded that the algorithm had a small bias (0.02°C) and root mean square error (0.21°C). Limits of agreement (LoA ± 0.48°C) were similar to comparisons of Tc measured by oesophageal and rectal probes. These are reasonable estimates, but impact the reliability of our implementation. In order to prevent false negatives, we choose ‘safe’ limits for core temperature.
Figure 4 shows when a transition between different states is made in case of intensive medium term effort. If $HHR$ stays above 90% for at least five minutes then the state becomes “orange”. If $HHR$ stays above 90% for another two minutes then the state goes to “red”. The reverse (from “red” to “orange” and from “orange” to “green”) transition occurs quicker as $HHR$ drops below 90% for ten seconds.

Figure 5 shows how decisions are made to make a transition between different states in case of fairly intensive long term effort. For this case, the earlier discussed TRIMP model ($TRIMP_{norm}$) is used because it better captures the changes in the higher heart rate reserve zones (due to exponential dependency on $HHR_r$; it also differ between men and women (see Eq.(2), (4)). In case of fairly intensive long term effort the transition from “green” to “orange” state is made if the mean of $TRIMP_{10}$ for the last ten minutes exceeds $TRIMP_{norm}$ for 80% of the heart rate reserve ($TRIMP_{norm}$ as a function of $HHR_r$ for $HHR = 0.8$). If the mean of $TRIMP_{norm}$ for another five minutes exceeds $TRIMP_{norm}$ for 80% of the heart rate reserve, the state changes to “red”. If the mean of $TRIMP_{norm}$ for the duration of the last five minutes drops below $TRIMP_{norm}$ for 80% of the heart rate reserve than the state changes to “orange”, and if it does so for ‘another’ ten minutes than the state changes to “green”.

2.6 Smartphone Application

The final health status of a firefighter is a combination of internal heat and exhaustion. Our system is designed to be easy and transparent for the commander and shows the health status of a fireman in a glance. The picture on the side shows how the smartphone application looks like for the commander. The commander sees on his tablet only one “red” (R)/ “orange” (O)/ “green” (G) ”grey” (GR) signal (the box under “Health Status”, orange in our case) for each firefighter under his command. The system monitors the state of all indicators. As soon as the ROGG signal on the commander’s tablet turns ‘orange’ or ‘red’, the commander also receives information on his screen about which indicator is responsible for the warning.

The box under the health status of the smartphone application shows the reason why the health status is “orange”. In the shown case, it is due to the short term very intensive effort. In case the fireman is in risk of getting overheated or exhausted, the application immediately shows if it is due to temperature rise (“Temperature”) or short term (“ShortTermVeryIntensive”), medium term (“MediumTermIntensive”) or long term (“LongTermTRIMP”) effort. “BioHarnessBatteryLevel” shows the status of the battery, “ZephyrCommunication” shows if the Zephyr Bioharness [21] is connected to the firefighter’s smartphone and “StillReceivingZephyrData” shows whether the Zephyr Bioharness is properly sending heart rate data to the smartphone. If the Zephyr Bioharness is no longer properly connected to the smartphone (“ZephyrCommunication” is grey) or it is no longer sending heart rate data to the smartphone (“StillReceivingData” is grey) then the commander gets a “grey” signal, meaning that the system cannot properly determine the health status of a firefighter.
CONCLUSION

The following goals have been achieved:

1. We found out which key factors play role in the health risks of a firefighter (core temperature and exhaustion).
2. We found out the critical values (38°C/38.5°C) for the core temperature (when the core temperature reaches its first dangerous level (38°C) the commander gets warned with “orange” signal, when the core temperature reaches its second dangerous level (38.5°C) the commander gets warned with “red” signal).
3. We investigated existing ways of measuring or estimating core temperature and found out that estimating the core temperature using Kalman filter algorithm based on the heart rate gives reliable results for predicting core temperature [14].
4. We distinguished three different sorts of intensity efforts that contribute to exhaustion (very intensive short term effort, intensive medium term effort and fairly intensive long term effort) and critical thresholds for warnings towards the commander (first, an “orange” signal to indicate that a firefighter is going to get exhausted, and then a “red” signal when exhaustion gets really dangerous).
5. We have developed a modular system to combine different health outcomes to predict the health status of a firefighter. The system is not dependent on the chosen sensor (Zephyr Bioharness, [21]) and can be easily changed if more reliable sensors are available on the market. It is also possible to add other sensors to the system if research shows that more reliable outcomes can be reached with extra or other sensor information.

Last but not least, we developed the smartphone application [23] which gives objective information about the health status of a firefighter in a transparent and easy way (ROGG (“red”/“orange”/“green”/“grey”) signal).

Restrictions:

- In general to be able to draw proper conclusions a system needs to be validated. In our case that means that enough firefighters have to be put in a situation when they achieve their maximum heart rate or are exposed to dangerous core temperature rise. Because heat stress is extremely dangerous and, moreover, increases the chance of getting another heat stress once exposed to one, it is dangerous as well as not ethical to expose firefighters to these extreme conditions in laboratory settings. That makes validation of the system not easy.
- Our model for predicting exhaustion is strongly dependent on personalised maximum heart rate and rest pulse. If personal data are not available our system cannot be used properly because of high variability of heart rate boundaries (maximum and minimum heart rates).

The developed MoSeS health monitor system can analyze the health status of a firefighter and predict exhaustion and heat stress real-time during deployment (“orange” signal). Above that, the system is cheap (no extra investments are needed besides the smartphone application and a heart rate monitor [21]), easy to use (intuitive “traffic light” signal), and objective (the health status is determined based on the heart rate). The health monitoring system is a part of a larger safety awareness and communication system MoSeS [23] which not only determines health status of a firefighter but also establishes an ad hoc mobile network to determine position of a firefighter within a building. As a proof of concept the technical working of the complete system was demonstrated in a simulated emergency operation.
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